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Passover cuisine is no longer limited to the traditional dishes known to our parents and

grandparents. In this classic, containing more than 500 clearly written recipes, Frances AvRutick

shows us how to make every Passover dish a succulent delight. In nineteen chapters spiced with

history, laced with lore, and garnished with cooking suggestions, you will find everything from

traditional holiday preparations (try the Russian borscht and light-as-a-feather knaidlach) to

modern-day originals (matzo-spinach pie, elegant stuffed drumsticks, matzo meal polenta--to name

a few). The Complete Passover Cookbook will help you prepare the kind of Passover you never

dreamed possible. New, revised 2008 edition.
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This book was a lifesaver for me this Passover. Every year it's usually the same bland food, so hard

to get creative - especially when I'm the one cooking, but not the one who's been Jewish my whole

life! Keeping Kosher when you're not strict year round is challenging and frustrating, but there were

so many fabulous, delicious, and flavorful recipes. And the charts and tables in the back for

substitutions, measurements, and categorized alternatives for dishes was so helpful. My husband's

family has many food sensitivities, and this book allowed me to make a feast that everyone could

share in. I got compliments that they had never had a Passover like this before and I was never

allowed to give it up as hostess. I even got a standing ovation (which was a little weird, but my

husband and in-laws insisted it was well-deserved.)I would recommend this book to any,any,anyone

wanting to knock the socks off their Passover guests.



I bought the original when it was first published in 1981. It has been my favorite pesach cookbook

ever since. This year I purchased it for my married grand daughter. She too loved it,- the clear and

tasty recipes facilitated her cooking for her family.

I found this book to be very helpful, especially the apple cake recepies. Passover requires skill and

imagination and Mrs. AvRutick appears tohave both. the recepies are clearly written and easy to

follow. the ingredients are readily available and familiar. Her style is easy to read and informative.

All in all, a very good cookbook.

the book arrived very quickly and I read through it last night. some interesting recipes. not too many

main courses but lots of interesting goodies if you have the time to make them.

It is ultimate.looking for everything you need to know its right here in this book..great ideas for the

week of special cooking

We used this to help us make our Passover ceder at the Church. The recipes we used were

awesome.
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